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Abstract

This study will identify the impact of using problem-solving strategies in developing interpretation and evaluation skills among tenth graders in vocational education in Ajloun governorate, Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. In this experimental study, the researchers prepared an achievement test that was applied before and after the second semester of the academic year (2021-2022), after confirming its validity and reliability. This study shows that there is no statistically significant difference at the level of significance (α = 0.1) between the mean scores of the experimental group students and the control group students for interpretation skills, which is associated with the application of problem-solving methods. In addition, there is a statistically significant difference at the level of significance (α = 0.1) between the average score of the assessment skills of the experimental group students and the control group students, which is associated with the application of problem-solving methods.
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Introduction:

The era we live in today is considered as one where the flux of information runs very fast. It is characterized by changes accelerated by technical development in all fields of information management. Knowledge is no longer an end in itself; the emphasis has been directed towards the applied and functional aspect of knowledge. Thus, there has been an urgent need to move from the stage of indoctrination, which depends on memorizing and retrieving information, to the stage of training and developing thinking skills to produce individuals capable of keeping pace with the current developments and anticipating the unpredictable future and situations that require understanding, interpretation, analysis, and evaluation.

Since we live in a time of development and progress and a huge explosion of knowledge in all
educational, technological, and other fields, we must align our lives in the appropriate way to rise to the challenge. This development includes all levels and fields, including the field of education, where many voices have been calling for the use of modern teaching and learning strategies and aids that develop the student’s thinking, including the problem-solving strategies and others, which play an important role in developing the student’s intelligence and mental perceptions.

The ability to solve problems is a requirement in the life of the individual, since many situations we face in life require problem-solving. Problem-solving is the most complex and important form of human behavior. Through it students learn to make the right decisions in their lives.

The problem-solving strategy is one of the effective strategies in teaching and training because it helps students to find solutions on their own through research, exploration, questioning, and experimentation. It also helps them analyze and organize their ideas in non-traditional situations and accustoms them to face problems in similar situations with confidence and competence.

Considered problem solving is an important and appropriate activator, as it is the final product of the teaching and learning process. Knowledge, skills, concepts, and generalizations are not goals in themselves, but rather they are means and tools that help the individual to solve problems. In addition, problem-solving is the natural way to practice thinking in general. There is no new science without thinking, and there is no thinking without problems.

Training students to use the problem-solving strategy and to adopt sound ways of thinking lead to the integration of information use and arouse curiosity for discovery. It also develops the students’ ability to think scientifically and interpret data logically and soundly.

The best way to solve problems is to start from sound foundations of critical thinking. In the early eighties California State University issued an advertisement calling for the development and teaching of critical thinking. It introduced critical thinking in education in order to understand the relationship between language and logic. This in turn leads to the improvement of the ability to analyze, criticize, defend ideas, perform inductive and deductive reasoning, and obtain real or critical results based on valid conclusions. This idea, as to know and what we believe and from agreed information can become obsolete, and thinking skills are always new, which allows the acquisition of always fresh information. Thus, thinking is considered the tool by which human beings face the changes of the times. This is how the individual’s beliefs, tendencies, and views of his surroundings are formed. Therefore, the interest of should be to focus on developing the thinking

---


Critical thinking is one of the important and vital topics that have preoccupied the field of education in the past and in the present, because of its great importance in empowering learners with basic skills in the learning and teaching process. The main objective of teaching and learning critical thinking is to improve students’ thinking skills, which would enable them to succeed in various aspects of their lives. Encouraging the spirit of inquiry, research and questioning, and the promise of acknowledgment of facts without investigation or exploration leads to the broadening of students’ horizons of knowledge, and pushes them towards broader scientific fields, which works to enrich their knowledge structures and increase their qualitative learning.17 18

Critical thinking is one of the thinking patterns that contribute to the formation of an individual more open to receiving anything new in the future, accepting his ideas and adapting to it, and facing the challenges it poses and the problems it raises. It liberates the student from appropriation and self-centeredness, makes educational experiences meaningful, enhances the learner’s pursuit of applying and practicing them, leads to an improvement in academic achievement, makes the learner more positive, interactive and willing to participate in the learning process. It enhances the learner’s ability to solve problems and make decisions. It also increases the learner’s self-confidence and raises his self-esteem.19 20 21

There is a conviction among educators and psychologists that the personality is the unique style of the individual, and that the only way to study personality is by identifying the pattern of thinking in different educational and life situations. University education mainly aims to develop the pattern of a mature personality, critical of events surrounding the student, a deep and careful consideration of concepts and things, and a distance from the subjective inner feelings.16

Longer critical thinking is one of the forms of complex thinking that attracts the attention of researchers and educational thinkers. In the real world, it is used to denote many tasks, including detecting defects and errors, doubting everything, improving analytic thinking and reflective thinking. It includes all higher thinking skills in Bloom’s classification.

The problem-solving strategy is one of the strategies that develop critical thinking in learning different academic subjects, including vocational education, especially since we live in an era of knowledge explosion. The students can reach knowledge of facts, analyze and interpret them, and issue judgments on them by scientific methods based on evidence and proofs away from indoctrination of knowledge. They achieve this by critical thinking skills and the researcher’s review of previous studies. The ability to think critically and solve the problems will lead the students to having higher order thinking skills. It is like the complex of thinking process in transfer information, critical thinking, creative thinking, problem solving, and making decision that involve student’s reasoning.

Problem solving is one of the teaching procedures that are based on presenting a specific problem and solving it by specifying the data, defining a plan for the solution, implementing the solution, reviewing, and verifying it. It is a set of moves made by the teacher in terms of planning, organizing, and implementing the subject, based on presenting the topic in the form of problems, which are dealt with according to specific steps, represented in defining and understanding the problem, developing a solution plan, implementing the solution, reviewing the solution and expanding its scope. The role of the teacher during teaching is to guide and advise, and to provide feedback to the learner.

It is noticed that there is a failure among students in the use of modern teaching strategies by teachers, especially in the subject of vocational education, because most teachers rely on indoctrination of students for knowledge. The teacher does not direct students to use problem solving strategies in developing students’ critical thinking skills in vocational education subjects.

This study seeks to achieve the following objectives: 1) Recognizing the impact of the problem-solving method in developing critical thinking skills (interpretation-evaluation) for tenth grade students in vocational education. Interpretation is defined as one of the critical thinking skills, which is represented by the ability of an individual to derive certain conclusions from facts to a reasonable degree of certainty. It is also defined as the ability to identify a problem, identify logical explanations, and decide whether generalizations and conclusions based on certain information are acceptable or not. Meanwhile, Mathematical Creative Thinking Skills for the Class Teacher Students’, Jordan Journal of Science in Education, 10.3 (2014), 305–20.


24 Ali Alzoubi, ‘The Effect of a Teaching Strategy Based on Problem Solving on Developing the
evaluation is known as one of the critical thinking skills, which is represented by the individual's ability to perceive important aspects related to an issue, and the ability to distinguish strengths and weaknesses in it.28 29 30

In addition, evaluation is also stated as the individual's ability to evaluate the idea, accept or reject it, distinguish between primary and secondary sources, strong and weak arguments, and make a judgment on the adequacy of the information.31. (2) Identifying the differences between the experimental group and the control group in critical thinking skills (interpretation and evaluation).

The importance of the study appears as follows: (1) The problem-solving strategy plays a role in developing critical thinking skills because the use of modern methods of teaching gives positive results on students’ achievement. (2) It deals with the development of critical thinking skills among students at an important stage in their life, as the upper basic stage is one of the important stages in a learner's life in that it is a basic stage in shaping his mind and personality. As a result, it is necessary to search for the best methods that achieve the development of his thinking abilities.

Method

The study uses an experimental method, which aims to gain knowledge of the effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable. The experiment design in this study is based on the presence of two groups, one experimental and the other control, with the use of pre and post measurement with the two groups. Individuals were randomly selected to the groups, then both groups were pre-tested. It was ensured that the two groups were equal by adjusting the variables that may affect the results of the study. The experimental group was subjected to the independent variable and withheld from the control group. After the end of the experiment, the two groups were post-tested to measure the effect of applying the independent variable on the experimental group.

Table 1. Experimental Design to Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Dimension</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>The Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply telemetry</td>
<td>Applicatio n the program</td>
<td>Apply Tribal measurement</td>
<td>The group Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply Telemetry</td>
<td>**********</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>The group control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study population consists of tenth grade students in the schools of Ibbin Iblin area of Ajloun Governorate, which is Ibbin Iblin Secondary School for Boys. The number of its students is 100 students. It has four classes for the tenth grade.

The sample of the study consists of 50 students from Ibbin Iblin Secondary School for Boys, divided into four for the tenth grade.

The experimental group consists of 25 students who were taught using the problem-solving strategy. While the control group is consisting of 25 students who were taught in the traditional way.

This study was completed by using the T-test for independent samples in order to discern the statistical significance. The differences between the experimental and control group are in the skills of interpretation and evaluation, before and after applying the test. The t-test for non-independent samples was performed with the aim of discerning the statistical significance of the differences between the pre- and post-measurement of the experimental group in the skills of interpretation and evaluation.

---

30 Al-Otaibi. K. N.
31 Fisher.
The study tools consist of a test of 20 multiple-choice paragraphs of critical thinking skills, namely: interpretation and evaluation. This is used to know the effect of the problem-solving strategy in developing students' interpretation and evaluation skills and its reflection on achievement.

The validity of the study tool was confirmed by presenting it to a group of (8) referees from the disciplines of curricula, teaching, measurement, and evaluation in the Department of Educational Sciences at Ajloun University College of Al-Balqa Applied University. This is appropriate to the study tool for the purposes of carrying out the current study, and thus the opinion of the arbitrators was adopted as evidence for the validity of the study tool.

The stability of the study tool was confirmed by applying it to an exploratory sample from a class division that did not enter the study, but which came from the same school and studied the same curriculum. This was two weeks before the study was conducted, and it was then applied to the study sample as a pre-test for the two divisions in Ibbin Iblin Secondary School for Boys. It was then applied two weeks later to the experimental group, which had 25 students and were taught using the problem-solving strategy to see its impact on developing the skills of interpretation and evaluation. Meanwhile, the control group, which numbered 25 students, were taught in the traditional way. Table 2 shows the results of the pretest of the scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication Level</th>
<th>T value</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>32.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is evident from the results of Table 2 that there are no statistically significant differences at the level (0.01) between the students of the experimental and control groups in the pre-application of the scale of developing the skills of interpretation and evaluation. This confirms the equivalence of the two study groups in their thinking abilities before using the problem-solving method. The coefficient was calculated Stability by Cronbach alpha method, on a sample of 15 tenth graders, and the results can be seen in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labs Stability by Alpha Cronbach Method</th>
<th>Stability by Alpha Cronbach Method Skill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>Interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from the previous table that the value of the stability coefficients is acceptable, and thus it is possible to be assured regarding the stability of the test used.

Findings and Discussions

Findings

After applying the study procedures and analyzing the statistical data, the following results were reached:

First, the results related to the first research question: “Are there statistically significant differences at the level (0.1) between the average scores of the experimental group students and the control group students regarding their skill of interpretation, differences that are attributed to the application of the problem-solving method?

The researcher has conducted a t-test for the differences between the average scores for the skill of interpretation, and Table 4 shows the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. The Results Post-application of the Scale of the Development of Interpretation Skills for the Experimental and Control Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Table 5 shows that there are no statistically significant differences at the level (0.01) of assessment skill between the experimental and control groups. This result agrees with the results of other studies 34.

**Discussions**

The effectiveness of the problem-solving method in developing the interpretation and evaluation skills of the experimental group can be explained by comparing the tribal and remote measurements. Students of the experimental group in the remote measurement used mental skills, namely, the skills of interpretation and evaluation, which are considered one of the critical thinking skills, which helped them to store new information. Its retrieval in new educational situations has led to an increase in their ability to think critically, and this can be extrapolated from the results of the dimensional measurement to test the skills of interpretation and evaluation.

This result can also be attributed to the fact that the students learned using a problem-solving strategy that is well-suited for tenth grade students. The strategy was presented by the questions raised by the teacher inside the classroom. This stimulated some students to contribute to the discussion. The events and attitudes that occur inside the classroom allowed them to find solutions to the problem. The problem-solving strategy applies the principles of learning and education. It meets the needs of the tenth class students, which are to have a sense of belonging to the group, to engage in teamwork that gives them room to think loudly, to express their views and discuss them in a respectful environment.

This finding is also supported by previous studies on similar topics. The study by Khawaldeh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication Level</th>
<th>T Value</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Experimental Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistically significant at level (0.01).</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>68.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


was aimed to examine the effect of teaching using the multimedia strategy on the achievement and development of critical thinking skills among the tenth-grade students in the subject of Islamic education in the second class of Amman in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. This study demonstrated the superiority of the experimental group that used the multimedia strategy in critical thinking over the control group. Al-Khatib and Ababneh has investigated the effect of using a problem-based teaching strategy in the learning of mathematics among seventh grade students in Jordan. They have shown that the students of the experimental group outperformed the students of the control group, and there were no statistically significant differences in mathematical thinking due to the interaction between the teaching strategy and the achievement level.

In addition, Athari et al. assessed the critical thinking skills of students of the faculties of medical sciences (Nursing and Pharmacy) during two consecutive semesters. They asked, is it possible to develop critical thinking skills? A group of students at the University of Isfahan were subjected to the California Critical Thinking Test and their critical thinking ability were then measured after the first and second semesters to observe the change (in any) in critical thinking. The results showed that the students’ grades in critical thinking skills in the second test were less than their scores in the first test. It was concluded that the process of improving the curricula taught is necessary to develop critical thinking skills. Finally, investigated the effect of an educational-learning program based on the creative problem-solving method on higher levels of thinking in the educational unit of Islamic jurisprudence. This was conducted among students of the upper basic stage in Jordan. The results indicate that there were statistically significant differences in favor of the creative problem-solving method of teaching in developing higher-order thinking skills among the students of the experimental group.

Conclusions

Through the finding and discussion, the following points may serve as concluding remarks:

1. The existence of statistically significant differences at the level (0.01) in the skill of interpretation in favor of students of the experimental group who studied according to the solving-problem method.
2. There are no statistically significant differences at the level (0.01) of the evaluation skill between the experimental and control groups.
3. There is a need on the part of tenth-grade students for modern teaching strategies, including the problem-solving method.
4. Teaching vocational education for the tenth grade using the problem-solving strategy is better than teaching them in the traditional way.

Further research on similar topics are needed. We also offer the following suggestions and recommendations:

1. To train teachers on the problem-solving method so that they can contribute to the development of students’ interpretation and evaluation skills in particular, and critical thinking skills in general.
2. To include in the curriculum content situations and problems that challenge the students’ mental structures and abilities.
3. To give attention to the development of critical thinking skills of students through Strategies and methods that have been proven by educational studies to be effective and feasible.
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